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Chevy Truck Transmissions Now Rebuilt for Sale to Pickup Truck Owners at
Powertrain Pros Company

Chevy truck transmissions are now rebuilt for direct sale to owners of pickup trucks at the
PowertrainPros.com company. These four and five-speed gearboxes feature most of the builds
available from GM that are now rebuilt for sale online.

Jacksonville, Florida (PRWEB) November 28, 2013 -- Automotive transmission replacements are typically part
of the expenses that a vehicle owner pays when high mileage or lapsed warranty coverage happens to a vehicle
owner. The PowertrainPros.com company sells replacement gearboxes online and is now rebuilding Chevy
truck transmissions for the public at http://powertrainpros.com/rebuilt-chevy-transmissions.

This new addition to the types of units that this company features inside of its warehouse is expected to help
lower the consumer costs that are payable when a transmission purchase is made. These units are rebuilt for a
lower cost to assist any owner of a Chevy pickup truck seeking online deals when a unit must be replaced.

The remanufactured Chevrolet transmissions inventory currently announced applies to the automatic and
manual transmission assemblies marketed by General Motors in the North American market. These four and
five-speed gearboxes include the newest editions as well as models that are now considered vintage.

"We've hired one of the most complete building teams that are working in the automotive industry to supply
each of our customers with a like-new Chevrolet gearbox without the MSRP price tag," said a seller at the
PowertrainPros.com company.

The trucks that exist in the GM company do include the Silverado from Chevrolet and the GMC Sierra. Many
of these vehicles used the same or similar transmission types and the truck units now for sale are expanding the
buying options consumers have. Each remanufactured unit that is now being sold on the open market is affixed
with a new term of warranty protection.

"Supplying a warranty to each customer is our policy and we've recently extended our coverage to include a
two-year length and unlimited mileage plan," the seller included.

These policy changes and inventory announcements are two of the recent happenings at the Powertrain Pros
company. The growing inventory mixed with new marketed methods to attract auto parts buyers online have
made an impact on the company volume of sales processed. Future inclusions in the company warehouse are
expected before the end of the current year.

About PowertrainPros.com

The PowertrainPros.com company rebuilds auto company engines for sale to the public in the U.S. The
company staff includes talented rebuilders and sales associates who work in tandem to supply a better resource
for buyers of remanufactured transmissions. The PowertrainPros.com company has constructed its website for
immediate consumer use when researching pricing and stock information before purchases are processed. The
company staff supports all gearbox buyers by telephone and include warranty details with each shipment that is
distributed to buyers. Warehouse updates are made on a frequent basis to promote accuracy in inventory.
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Contact Information
Andrew Listman
PowertrainPros.com
http://www.powertrainpros.com
+1 (904) 701-4550

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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